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 In this research, the writer has several items of problem that have to be 
answered. One of them is the present of Ma’nene ceremony and meaning of the text 
narrated Ma’nene ceremony in Toraja Utara.next,  Another purpose of this thesis is to 
find values on Ma’nene ceremony. 
 To get optimal point of this research, the writer did two main procedures. In 
this case, they are the library research and field research. Then, The writer used 
semiotics approach and theory of semiotic by Umberto Eco to indentify the 
meanings. 
 The writer found that the Ma’nene ceremony as funeral ceremony consisting 
of religious value on Ma’nene ceremony. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
 Since long time ago South Sulawesi until now is the area which is walled by 
some original ethnical groups, such as: the ethnic of Buggiess, Makassar and Toraja. 
So they have their social dialect and languages respectively. The local language is 
used as a means of communication to support the society in conducting some 
interactions among them. Those ethnic groups have their own culture identities. 
 Culture is an individual property as a certain or concept found in one group of 
society to become public property. The social concept contributes the significant 
meaning to humanism relationship in the society. The definition of culture according 
to Taylor, culture is the complex whole which is contained knowledge, belief, art, 
morality, law, and other abilities with which had by human as society members. 
Knowledge, belief and thus performed in evereryday life, and become cultural a 
practice of society (Birukou, 2009:5). 
 The society of Toraja Utara there are many kinds of traditional ceremonies. 
One of them is funeral ceremony that is called Rambu Solo. This ceremony practice 
appears in traditional ceremonies? It carried out in Rambu Solo‟ or Aluk Rampe 
Matampu. Rambu Solo is a religius ceremony in which society sacrifices buffaloes 
for the souls of the ancestors or the souls of the corpses. This ceremony is also called 
interment ceremony in a traditional manner. 
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 Another traditional? which is part of Rambu Solo is Ma‟nene. Ma‟‟nene is 
special ceremony to remember the soul of “ Membali Puang” or ancestor for their 
descendents who have duty according to Aluk Todolo.  
 Based on the view point above, in this thesis the writer regards that the culture 
in South Sulawesi has to be perpetuated well from one generation to generation. From 
all of those ceremonies, Toraja Utara people use text and performance which 
contained code and signs. However new regeneration today hardly understands the 
meaning, content as well as the value of Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara. New 
generation of audiences experience disconnection from those of symbol, codes, 
presented in the ceremony.  
 The writer will explain this code and sign and the production of sign using A 
theory of Semiotics by Umberto Eco‟s concept to unveil meaning and value of the 
ceremony. Therefore it is needed to conduct research that rise the meaning of those 
code and sign of text and performances product in that. 
B. Problem Statement 
 Based on the background above, the writer formulates three problems as 
follows : 
1. What texts are presented of Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara? 
2. What are meanings of the texts narrated in Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja 
Utara? 
3. What is the value of this ceremony? 
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C. Objective of the Study 
Objective of the study are: 
1. To know the texts are presented on Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara. 
2. To know the meanings and Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara. Using the 
concept of semiotic developed by Umberto Eco. 
3. To understand the value of the ceremony. 
4. To show the application of theory by Umberto Eco to understand the 
cultural phenomena in South Sulawesi. 
D. Significance of the Study 
The study gives information and knowledge about the local culture that is the 
process of Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara. 
E. Scope of the Study 
Concerning with Ma‟nene ceremony in South Sulawesi specially in Tallung 
lipu in Toraja Utara regency, there might be a lot of things that can be covered in this 
research however the writer is going to discuss only about the meaning and value of 
Ma‟nene ceremony in Toraja Utara  regency.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Some Previous Research Findings 
The traditional ceremony which is part of  Rambu Solo is Ma‟nene. There are 
some concepts of findings Rambu Solo presented by the writer, they  are: 
Agustina (2007) analyzed the meanig of message in Rambu Solo in her thesis 
“ Makna Pesan Kada-kada Tominaa dalam Acara Rambu Solo‟ dan Rambu Tuka‟ di 
Tana Toraja ”. She used descriptive qualitative approach to analyze the meaning of 
text Kada kada Tominaa in Rambu Solo and Rambu Tuka ceremony. Descriptive 
analysis applied in this research to find out the meaning of text in the Rambu Solo 
and Rambu Tuka ceremony.  
Based on the finding, she revealed that in Makna Pesan Kada kada Tominaa: 
dalam acara Rambu Solo dan Rambu Tuka the author used more the meaning and 
metaphor. 
Roosmala (2009) analyzed the perception of people regarding the Rambu Solo 
Ceremony in her analysis “Persepsi Masyrakat Toraja pada Upacara Adat Rambu 
Solo dan Implikasinya Terhadap Ketahanan Ekonomi ”. She used descriptive 
quantitative approach to analyzed the Rambu Solo‟ traditional ceremony (death/ 
mourning ceremony) carry out by the Torajan people, considered as an ancestor 
heritage. The ceremony has been believed from generation to generation and has 
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lasted for a long time. Basically, this ceremony economically could be considered as 
extravagant because it spends a lot of money especially on high level ceremonies.  
However, this ceremony is still carried out wealthy family and people of 
proper social strata (royal family). The Rambu Solo‟ tradition ceremony in fact base 
on the social strata in the society. 
Rotuo (2009) analyzed Upacara Adat Kematian di Tana Toraja: Rambu Solo. 
She used library research to analysed the several places custom of Rambu Tuka 
ceremony. 
The similarity of this research with the some previous research is talking 
about the process of ceremony. The differences are that  research will focus on 
analyzing the meaning and value of Ma,nene ceremony. The writer will used semiotic 
approach and theory of semiotics by Umberto Eco to analyzed what the meaning, 
metaphor and presented in Ma‟nene ceremony.  
B. Theoretical Framework 
Problems which have been elaborated above, needed the existence of the basis 
for correct theory. Theory represent all important appliance from a science, without 
theory there is only knowledge about with refer to just fact ( Koentjaraningrat, 
1977:19). Therefore, here will be elaborated by theory as way out of problem of this 
research using theory of semiotics by Umberto Eco. The researcher used semiotics 
approach and theory of semiotics by Umberto Eco for the discussion to answer and to 
analyze its problem statements. These approach and theory were expected to help the 
research in this analysis because it is important to know of Ma‟nene ceremony by 
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seeing the elements of ma‟nene ceremony and background or the meaning and value 
of Ma‟nene Ceremony related to its semiotics. 
Semiotic is the science studying structure, type, typology, and also sign 
relationships in its use in society.  Semiotics study relationship among sign 
components, and also relationship between the components with its consumer society. 
Semiotic, coming from Language of Yunani, semion meaning sign, beginning 
from study about Language, and later then round into culture study, is root of growth 
of intellectual movement and philosophy of structuralism and of poststrukturalism, 
which represent the part of is thundering of critical discourse at 1950-1960 
questioning again '' truth of'' single and universal which woke up by rationalism, 
logosentrism, and positivism of modernism ( Barliana, 2008:2) 
The semiotic theory is improved by the expert, such as Perdinand de Saussure, 
Charles Sanders Peirce, Roland Barthes, Marshall Shalins, Claude Levis Strauss and 
Umberto Eco. 
The firstly, Perdinand de Seussure he explain that semiotic is signified and 
signifiers. Secondly Charles Sanders Peirce, he explain that semiotics is how to 
impure sign and referent. Three, Roland Barthes explain that semiotic is signifier and 
signified. Fourthly, Marshall Shalins explain that semiotic is cultural and practical 
reason . Five, Levis Strauss explain that semiotics is order and regulates and the last 
is Umberto Eco he explain that semiotic is code and sign-production (Barliana, 
2008:3-9). 
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1. Semiotics Approach. 
The semiotics approach that used hopefully helped the researcher find out the 
social background of  Ma‟nene Ceremony. Beside it helped the researcher to find the 
answer to the above problem statements. In order to have a deep understanding upon 
the social condition as the background of  Ma‟nene Ceremony, the researcher took a 
theory of semiotics. 
According to Monaco that the approach of semiotics is to study the arts and 
media as languages or language system-technical structures with inherent laws 
governing not only what it is “said” but also how its “said”. Semiotics attempt to 
describe the codes and structural system that operates in cultural phenomena 
(Widyaningsih,2007:25). 
The semiotic approach to the phonemenon of „semiosis‟ must be characterized 
by this kind of awareness of its own limits. Frequently to be really „scientific‟ means 
not pretending to be more „scientific‟ than the situation allows. In the „human‟ 
sciences one often finds an „idelogical fallacy‟ common to many scientific approach, 
which consists in believing that one‟s own approach is not idelogical because it 
succeeds in being „objective‟ and „neutral‟ ( Eco, 1976:29). 
According to Saussure, a science that studies the life of signs within society is 
conceivable…He shall call it semilogy (from the Greek semeion „sign). Semilogy 
would show what constitutes signs, what laws govern them. Since the science does 
not yet exist, no one can say what it would be; but it has a right to existence, a place 
staked out in advance (Widyaningsih,2007:38). 
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2. Theory of semiotics 
To find the meaning of the texts presented in the ceremony, beyond its signs 
and codes, the researcher uses a theory of semiotic by Umberto Eco. The other 
reasons why the researcher takes this theory of semiotics are to understand what the 
texts are presented of Ma‟nene Ceremony and symbolic meaning and value in the 
ceremony. 
a. Definition of Semiotics 
Semiotics is the subject of every act of symbiosis only by semiotic 
catergories, the subject of signification is nothing more than the continuously 
unaccomplished system of system of signification that reflects back on itself 
(Eco,1976:315). 
“ Secara etimologis semiotika berasal dari kata Yunani semion yang berarti 
tanda. Secara terminologis, semiotika didefenisikan sebagai ilmu yang mempunyai 
sederetan luas objek-objek , peristiwa-peristiwa, seluruh kebudayaan sebagai tanda‟‟ 
(Widyabakti,2004:2). 
Semiotic is concerned with everthing that can be taken as a sign. A sign is 
everthing which can be taken as significantly substituting for something else. This 
something else does not necessarily have to exist or to actually be somewhere at the 
moment in which a sign stands in for it. Thus semotics is in principle the discipline 
studying everything which can be used in order to lie. If something cannot be used to 
tell a lie, conversely it cannot be used to tell the truth: it cannot in fact be used „to 
tell‟ at all.  
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„„Semiotic studies all culture processes as of communication. Therefore each 
of these processes would seem to be permited by an underlying system of 
significations‟‟ ( Eco,1976:7-8). 
Based on several definitions above, the writer concludes that semiotic is a 
science that learn more about sign, the function of the sign, and how to use the sign 
itself so that it can make us easier to understand something around us.  
b. Theory of Codes  
1) The sign- function  
A sign-function arises when an expression is correlated to a content, both the 
correlated element being the fictive of such a correlation. A signal is a pertinent unit 
of a system that may be an expression system ordered to a content, but could also be a 
physical system without any semiotic purpose; as such it is studied by information 
theory in the stricter sense of the term. A signal can be a stimulus that does not mean 
anything but causes or elicits something; however, when used as the recognized 
antecedent of a foreseen consequent it may be viewed as a sign, inasmuch as it stands 
for its consequent (as far as the sender is concerned). On the other hand a sign is 
always an element of an expression plane conventionally correlated to one (or 
several) elements of a content plane. 
According to Saussure that a sign is the correspondence between a signifier 
and a signified. Properly speaking there are not sign, but only sign-function.  
According to Hjelmslev that it appears more apporopriate to use the word sign 
as the name for the unit consisting of content-form and the expression-form and 
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established by the solidarity that we have called the sign-function. A sign-function is 
realized when two functives (expression and content) enter into a mutual correlation; 
the same finctive can also enter into another correlation, thus becoming a different 
functive and therefore giving rise to a new sign-function. Thus sign are the 
provisional result of coding rules which establish transitory correlations of elements, 
each of  these elements being entitled to enter-under given coded given coded 
circumstances-into another correlation and thus form a new sign (Eco,1976:48-49). 
2) Expression and content. 
Sign-function is nothing more than the correspondence between a signifier 
and signified, or between a sign-vehicle and a meaning;is nothing more than such a 
correspondence as realized during a trasmission process. When on the other hand a 
theory of sign production concerners itself with the elaboration of sign-functions as 
complex as aesthetic texts. 
The theory of sign production represented by the emission of sentences 
aiming to indicate something true or false, in other words an actual state of the world; 
this aspect of sign production (and interpretation) is studied by a theory of mentions 
or referring acts.The aesthetic text is a system of message in which the particular 
treatment of the channel (that is of the stuff of which sign-vehicles are made) become 
pertinent. In sentence mentioning something, that is, referring to an actual state of the 
world, what happens at the source is the the so-called‟referent‟.  
As  for sender and the addresee,they are of no concern to a theory of codes 
though they do turn out to be relevant within the framework of that chapter of theory 
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of sign production which deals with these communicational acts that philosophy of 
verbal language has called „speech acts‟ (Eco,1976:52-54). 
3) Detonation and connotation 
There is a connotative semiotics when there is a semiotic whose expression 
plane is another semiotics. The different between denotation and connotation is not 
(as many author maintain) the different between „univocal‟ and „vague‟ signification, 
or between „referential‟ and „emotional‟ communication, and so on. What constitutes 
a connotation as such is the connotative code which establishes it; the characteristic 
of a connotative code is the fact that the further signification conventionally relies on 
a primary one.  
The difference between denotation and connotation is only due to a coding 
convention, irrespective of the fact that connotations are frequently less stable than 
denotation, but once the convention has been established, the connotation is another 
sign-function (Eco, 1976: 55-56). 
4) Message and text 
A single code can produce many messages, one after the other, for this is a 
mare truism; Eco say that the content of many messages can be conveyed by the same 
kind of sign-vehicle, according to diverse codes, for this too is a intertwined contents 
and therefore what is commonly called a message is in fact a text whose content is a 
multilevelled discourse. 
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According to Metz that the plurality of codes works, so to speak, horizontally. 
The addressee decodes the whole phrase with reference to one code,  the second half 
with reference to another  (Eco, 1976:57-58). 
5) Meaning and culture unit 
But even admitting that one wants to establish that though the use of certain 
terms it is possible to indicate a real  referent  which can be perceived with the senses, 
whoever indetifies the meaning with the referent (and makes the value of the sign-
vehicle depend on the presence of the referent) is then forced to remove from a 
discussion of meaning all sign-vehicles which  cannot correspond to a real object.  
What, then is the meaning of a term?. From a semiotic point of view it can only be a 
culture unit. In every culture „ a unit...is simply anything thatis culturally defined and 
distinguished as an entity. It may be a person, place, thing, feeling, state  of affairs, 
sense of foreboding, fantasy, hallucination, hope or idea (Eco, 1976:66-67). 
c. A  Theory of Sign Production 
Eco explains that a theory of sign-production should include not only a theory 
of communication but a theory of „mentions‟ (i.e. referring acts) and a theory of 
communicational acts.  
A theory of communication may explain how information may be transmitted 
from a source (or content-continuum) through a channel (or expression-continuum) to 
a destination. A theory of „mentions‟ may explain how signs may be used for naming 
things and for making statements about actual situations. A theory of 
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communicational acts may explain how a sender may transmit verbal or non-verbal 
messages to an addressee. 
1) A general survey 
a. Production Labor 
In all cases this act of uttering presupposes labor. First of all the labor 
production the signal; then the labor of choosing, among the set of signals that he 
have at him diposal. Eco say that fluency or difficullty in speaking, insofar as it 
dipends on a more or less perfect knowledge of linguistics codes, must be examined 
by semiotics.  
When Eco send him message in order to mention things and states of the 
world, in order to assert something about the organization of a given code, in order to 
question or to commond. Either to send or to received these message (or texts) 
requires that the sender should foresee, and the adressee isolate, a complex network 
of presuppositions and of possibles inferential consequences. In exchanging message 
and texts, judgments and mentions, people contribute to the changing of codes. This 
social labor can be either openly or surreptitiously performed; thus a theory of code-
changing must take into account the public reformulation of sign-functions and the 
surretitious code-switching ferformed by various rhetorical and ideological discourses 
(Eco, 1976:151-152). 
b. types of labor 
Where as a theory of codes east concerned both with the structure of sign-
function and with the general possibility of coding and decoding a theory of sign-
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production. The process of sign production-in its relationship with the life of codes-
represents the result of a network of interracting forces. The existence of such a 
diversity of approach should not be regarded as a methological limitation for 
semiotics; it must simply be listed among the so called „political‟ boundaries 
mentioned. 
c. Meaning and referring 
According to Strawson that „mentioning or referring is not something an 
expression does; it is something that someone can use an expression to do‟. From 
point of view‟ meaning‟ is the function of a sentence or expression; mentioning and 
referring, and truth and falsity, are functions of the use of the sentence or expression. 
To give the meaning of an expression...is to give general directions for its use refer to 
or mention particular object and person; to give the meaning of a sentence is to give 
general directions for its use in making true or false assertions ( Eco,1976:163). 
d. Origins and purpose of signs 
Signs are also distinguished according to whether they originate from a sender 
or a nature source. Insopar as there exist a lot of signs that are witout a human 
sender,occouring as nature events but being interpreted as semiotic. Sign are also 
distinguistiched according to their semiotic specificity. Some signs are object 
explicity produced in order to signity, others are object produced in order to perform 
a given function. These latter can only be assumsed as signs in one of two ways; 
either they are  that  as representatives of a class of object or they are recognized as 
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forms elicits or permit a given function precisely because their shape suggests (and 
therefore „means; signifies‟) that possible function. 
e. Symbols, Icons, Indices: an untenable trichotomy 
According to Peirce that by which signs are classified as symbols (arbitrarily 
linked with their object), icons (similar to their object) and indices (physically 
connected with their object). The trichotomy could obviously be used in order to 
discriminate between different kinds of mentions (as indeed it was within that 
context), but it becomes more disturbing in a classification of modes of sign 
production which tries to focus exclusively upon the shaping of the signal (i.e. the 
expression continuum) and the  correlation of that signal (as expression) with a 
content (Eco, 1976:177-178). 
C. Ma’nene Ceremony 
The story of Ma‟nene originated from an animal hunter named Pong 
Rumasek, hundreds of years ago.  At the time, he entered the forest to hunt mountain 
Balla. In the  midst of the hunt, Pong Rumasek found the body of someone who died, 
lying in the middle of the road in the dense forest. The body was, a pathetic 
condition. His body stayed until the bones Pong Rumasek stirred the heart to care for 
her.  
The bodies were wrapped in a dress that she wore, as well as finding the 
appropriate place. Once deemed safe, Pong Rumasek went on the hunt.  The incident, 
each time he was looking the prey animal is always easy to get, including fruits in the 
forest. Strange things happen when Pong Rumasek back home. Abandonment of 
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agricultural crops, apparently faster than the time of harvest. In fact the results are 
more abundant. Now, every time he was hunting in the woods, Pong Rumasek always 
met with the ghost of the dead that never nursed. 
 In fact, these spirits helped lead the hunted animal. Pong Rumasek also 
concluded that the bodies of people who died should still be glorified , even though it 
was only his bones. Therefore, once every year after a big harvest in august, every 
resident Tanglunglipu, Ma‟nene always held, as mandated by his ancestor, the late 
Pong Rumasek. 
For society Tanglunglipu, rituals Ma `nene also interpreted as an adhesive 
kinship between them. Even Ma `nene became the unwritten customary rules which 
are always adhered to every citizen. When one spouse dies, the widowed spouse must 
not remarry before holding Ma `nene. They consider before implementing ritual Ma 
`nene their status is still considered a legitimate couple. But, if it do Ma `nene, then 
the surviving spouse is considered a bachelor and has the right to remarry. Although 
residents Tangglunglipu including Toraja tribe. But Ma `nene ritual performed once 
every year this is the only heritage that is still maintained on a regular basis until 
now. Their loyalty to the trust inherent in every citizen ancestral village. Population 
Baruppu believe if the inherited customary provisions are violated then it would come 
disaster that hit the whole village. For example, crop failure or one family would 
suffer a prolonged illness. 
In the language of the Bugis, Toraja defined as those who dwelt in the land 
above or the mountains. However, the public prefers her own Toraja called Maraya 
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person or persons named Sawerigading gentility. Unlike the Toraja people in general, 
people know more about their origins Tangglunglipu of Ta `dung that comes from the 
sky or Ta` awan.Lama gradually building sky disguised as hunters settled in forest 
areas Tanglunglipu and mating with the Goddess of Earth Fertility. Therefore, it is 
often seen when the Toraja's death, his corpse is always buried in a stone canal. The 
tradition is closely related to the concept of community living Toraja that the holy 
ancestors came from the heavens and the earth. So, should not people who died, his 
body was buried in the soil. For them it would ruin the sanctity of the earth that 
resulted in the fertility of the earth. 
a. Definition of Ma‟nene Ceremony 
Etymologically Ma‟nene Ceremony is the combination of two original 
language of Toraja „Ma‟ and „Nene‟. The word „Ma‟ as a preposition which explain. 
Such certain conductor profession corresponding to the additional word, conversely 
the word „Nene‟ in ma‟nene means ostentation ( Kakek dan Nenek). But 
terminologically the term „Nene‟ in Ma‟nene means not „Kakek and Nenek‟ 
respectively, but throughout covers it‟s ancestor, obviously „nene‟ for their ceremony 
means is to respect them each even their ancestor who died in early years (Yusuf, 
1992:33 ). 
“ Ma‟nene adalah ritual membersihkan dan mengganti busana jenazah leluhur 
sebagai tradisi mengenang para leluhur, saudara, dan handai taulan lainya yang sudah 
meninggal dunia ‟‟ (Rahim, 2011:18). 
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b. Purpose and objective of the ceremony 
The purpose of conducting Ma‟nene ceremony, especially in TallungLipu 
community is to give offering to ancestor. The ceremony is aimed to celebrated 
ancestor considered have given blessing to his offspring. 
c. Time of conducting the ceremony 
Ma‟nene ceremony in TallungLipu sub-district is conducted seasonally, that 
is, suitable with rice-years season every years. In this case, government and local 
community leader have agreed and set up that Ma;nene ceremony in the sub-district is 
conducted every august. It is important to note here that death ritual called rambu 
solo‟ is TallungLipu sub-district is conducted in the morning until afternoon. 
According to the conducting time began in the morning, Toraja community 
consider that ma‟nene ceremony is a combination between happy ritual ( Rambu 
Tuka‟ ) and sorrow ritual ( Rambu Solo‟ ) 
Conceptually, Ma‟nene ceremony is constantly integral part of rambu solo 
ritual ( Yusuf, 1992:33-34 ). Until now, Ma‟nene ceremony has been conducted near 
the grave in the from of stone grave and in the from of house or Patene. 
d. Implementation of the ceremony technique. 
In the past, technical conductor who was responsible for and served to 
conduct wrapping corpse in shroud is a special is a officer called to Mebalun, now, in 
Tallung Lipu sub district there is no to Mebalun anymore, so that the task conducted 
alone by individual family members. The respect sub-district do not directly handle 
the technical ceremony but considered as an advisor for conducting the ceremony 
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successfully. Government officials, such as head of kampong served as supervisors of 
the ceremony order (Reskianawaty,2008:18). 
e. The involved parties in the ceremony 
According to direct observation in the ceremony locations parties in the 
implementation of Ma‟nene activity in Tallung Lipu sub-district consist of four part, 
they are: 
1) Family members, as wells as conductors of the ceremony technique 
2) Element of local government official 
3) Tallung Lipu sub-district people 
4) People who investigated the ceremony. 
f. Preparation and equipment of the ceremony. 
1. Material of offering consist of betel, tobacco, buffalo, pig, cock and 
cigarette 
2. Red cloth sheet for family evil when they go to corpse procession at 
cemetery. 
3. Mourning cloth for individual family member 
4. Corpse equipment consist of shroud cloth, wood paint and nail. 
According to the conception of Toraja community, it is clear that Ma‟nene 
ceremony to be integral part of death ritual called Rambu Solo‟ but in that 
implementation, this ceremony stand alone, event it is conducted from morning to 
afternoon (Reskianawaty,2008:19-20). 
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g. The Process Of Ma‟nene Ceremony 
In manifesting Ma‟nene ceremony which has two major phase. Firstly; 
preparation phase where the local community perform family‟s meeting. The aim of it 
is to determine the day and date on. A part from it means is to determinate the exact 
day and which beneficially accurate to begin their provision and facilities supplies. 
 Secondly ; to supply incantation at the front of grave and in front of pa‟tene ( 
the grave looks like house ) the take the corpse out of the grave, then they lament the 
corpse, removing the coffin and surround of the corpse, cleaning out the bones of the 
corpse, wrapping them back the coffin or bandaging them back with a surround, 
escorting the corpse to the grave or to Pa‟tene.After all, the family who perform this 
ceremony and scarify animal ( buffalo and pig ) then share with the support of the 
ceremony.  
Ma‟nene ceremony is ended with Ma‟badong dancing, especially it performs 
by the young man. Ma‟nene is special ceremony to remember the soul of „ To 
Membali Puang‟ or ancestor. Its realization depends on family ability. The purpose of 
this ceremony is to remember soul of ancestor for their descendents who have duty 
according to Aluk Tudolo. In many regions have different ways. 
According to Yani Syamsul that the lyrics of the badong dance is called „„ 
kadong badong‟‟. They mainly express condelence and sympathy of the participants 
of the badong,they reiterate the dead‟s wealth, leadership, and good character. In it, 
they also promise the observe and preserve the badong. These songs also express that 
life in this world is temporary and that human beings must return to the creator. 
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Lastly, the chants express the grief of the relatives over the death of their beloved. 
The costumes worn by the dances are white T-shirt, black sarong, and a talingkang  a 
kind of head (Syamsul, 2002:17). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Methodology of Research 
In this research, the writer used descriptive qualitative method research. 
Descriptive qualitative is actually a combination of descriptive and qualitative 
research. It is conducted by describing fact and then analyzing them, etymological 
and description (Melong, 1989:31) 
According to Aminuddin (1990:16), the qualitative descriptive method is 
used to analyze the from of descriptive, not a number or coeffient of relationship 
between variables. 
B. Object of Data 
The resoures of data in this rsearch can be into two categories: 
1. Primary data 
Primary data are the main data as the object of the research. In this primary 
data are the texts presented on Ma‟nene Ceremony in Toraja Utara. 
2. Secondary data 
Secondary data are the information which are taken from literary text 
reference and related to the topic. There are books, journals, thesis and internet. 
C. Object of the Research 
The object is the same element together with the research objectives that 
form data context data. 
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The object this research are the texts presented on Ma‟nene Ceremony in 
Toraja Utara. 
D. Procedure of Data Collection 
1. The writer will read the Ma‟nene texts cerefully. Throug this way, he focused on 
the text and then did not note impormation codes and sign that appeared in the 
Ma‟nene text. 
2. The witer collected and read somewhat related to literature to support the 
theoritical references that had beeb read. 
E. Data Analysis Technique 
The data analysis technique that used in this research is descriptive qualitative 
method  by using the semiotics approach by Umberto Eco to indentifying the 
meaning in texts of Ma‟nene ceremony. 
The procedure of data analysis technique are: 
1. Library Research 
Library research that is place the theoretical data by reading various books of 
literature and other book substance related to studied problem and topic. 
2. Field Research 
Method used in this research is: 
a. Observation 
Observation method that is collect the data of related to object to be 
checked by through perception directly. The writer observes about the 
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ceremonies event directly and the writer provide and such as the picture to 
complete the data. 
b. Interviewing  
Interviewing method, that is Method done by conducting direct 
Question and answer with the responder to obtain the accurate primary data as 
answer of research problem. In this way, the writer gives some questions to 
the local people who know about the history and culture in Toraja Utara. 
c. Documentation  
Documentation method that is through record keeping and document 
written at research written at object research. To complete the data, the writer 
collect picture and brochures which are related to the research. 
F. Procedure of Data Analysis. 
1. Categorizing the codes note according to the forms and kinds based on the  
thereotical references that have been read. 
2. Analyzing all of the data used semiotics approach theory of semiotics by 
Umberto Eco. 
3. Presenting the analysis and description of data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter the writer would like to present the data presentation (findings) 
and data analysis (discussion). 
A. FINDINGS 
The texts presented of Ma‟nene Ceremony, they are: 
1. The First Tolo‟ Bating 
Menkatabe kannumbating messimankanni merintin ampulembang 
riboko’ta karaeng dittinnayoi totang diola boko’na tangdilamban 
tinggayoana yapina diola disalassa’ tarun opi. 
2. Medium Tolo‟ Bating ( Main / Prominent ) 
a. Tolo‟ bating to the praise to the corpse. 
Torro deatami lalo’ unnissang kapayunganna manda’mo batunna 
batib tongo’ laulungan 
b. Tolo‟ bating toward the lord of the worried 
Puang peranggikan mati tenden talinga kanni angka sauranni 
bating kitadenganko mario 
c. Tolo‟ bating of wisdom 
       Tiromi tutau tongan kombang rito’ pana-pana’ io tangsiboleria 
tangpasarika mata 
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d. Tolo‟ bating of metaphor ( ratteng ) 
Diaramben meloi bating  
Dipopendemme malutei 
Anna melo diranggi  
Anna tirondo lelena 
3. The End of Badong Poem ( Ended Tolo‟ Bating ) 
a) Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bulaan (Nobleman) 
Songka kayu kalandoki barana. 
Unnelong-elong,  
Tibambang unnoyo langi. 
Songka tiondo batara 
Songka lako mata allo  
Nalelleng bunime puang 
Nasembang tangkitiromo 
b) Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bassi, Tana‟ Karurang and Tana‟ Kua-Kua. 
Allo sindimora  
Tende lillinan  
Sang bongi 
Anta simisa’ lalan 
Antapantan kalambanan  
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B. DISCUSSION 
1. Analysis of texts 
a. The First Tolo’ Bating 
The first part of tolo‟ bating or tolo‟ bating permision, is called‟‟ bating 
pessimanan‟‟ that consist of badong to ask permission toward the local society, 
especially for the tradition leader, public figure and nobleman. The content of tolo‟ 
bating passimanan as follow: 
Menkatabe (Permisi atau yth.hormat) 
Kannumbating (ungkapan hati yang sedih) 
Messimankanni (rasa hormat yang tertinggi) 
Merintin (hadir atau ucapan kedukaan) 
Ampulembang (pelaku dan orang setempat) 
Riboko’ta (dimuka,dibelakang) 
Karaeng (tuan) 
Dittinnayoi (dihadapan kita) 
Totang diola (dituankan,orangtertinggi,orang terhormat) 
Boko’na (tidak bisa dilewati) 
Tangdi lamban (di depanya) 
Tinggayoana (nanti bisa dilewati) 
Yapinna diola (di hormati) 
Disalassa’ Tarun opi (dengan cara permisi) 
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Peirce improved a sign typology that is thricotomy consists of division of sign 
like icon, index and symbol. Icon is relationship based of the resemblance. Index is 
relationship that has existential range, and symbol is the most sophisticated sign 
because had been based on the society agreement (Saimar, 2008:5). 
Like on the sentences mengkatabe kannubating messikanni merintin 
ampulembang riboko‟ta karaeng that mean permission utterance and ruler of 
courteousness especially to the people who has high position and value. Then, on the 
next sentence dittinnayoi totang diola boko‟na tangdilamban tinggayoana yapina 
diola disalassa‟ tarun opi.It mean that each leader and prestige people have to be 
respected appropriate for the rule custom in the Toraja society.  
This showed a signal that is related with sign that resulted sign. Where the 
process of interpretation of the text product something value. if we watch the text 
above closely it will produce the connotation meaning consist of a symbol who we 
ask permission. Thus, the meaning looked in the text product of symbol that means 
we should condolence ( playing badong ). We beg pardon to the nobleman, public 
figure, tradition leader and government. 
b. Medium Tolo’ Bating ( Main / Prominent ) 
The medium tolo‟ bating is prominent tolo‟ bating which is consisted of 
euglogy to the authority holder, poem and metaphor. Below is the main of badong: 
1) Tolo‟ bating to the praise to the corpse. 
Torro  deatami lalo’ (menjelma menjadi dewa) 
Unnissang  kapayunganna (telah menduduki tahta) 
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Manda’mo batunna (telah ada ditahtanya) 
Batib tongo’  laulungan (ada disorga selamanya) 
On the text above signed an addresser send the text to the addressee. The text 
addresser, in this case Pa‟Tolo bating or called the text reader, sent the messages to 
the addressee. But, sometimes people are difficult to interpret because they didn‟t 
have reference.  
The interpretation text process must absolutely have references because 
sometime people could misunderstand. Referent has most unfortunate results within 
the framework of theory of codes, and understimate its malignant influence leads to a 
refentil fallacy (Eco,1976:58). 
Peirce say that the interpretan which the sign produces in the quasi-mind 
which is the interpreter; but it can also be conveived as the defenition of the 
representamen (Eco,1976:68). 
Signifiers related to signifieds so result signal. Like on the text Torro deatami 
lalo‟ unnissang kapayunganna manda‟mo batunna  A signifier  that translate from 
Toraja language to Indonesia means God places the highest places in the heaven. And 
the next sentence batib tongo‟ laulungan is signified in the heaven forever and that 
show the infinite symbol of Yesus in heaven forever. The text showed the 
significance process that usually called denotation and connotation. Thus,the meaning 
process looked in the text resulted the significance connotation that means he has 
reincarnated God (Yesus) in the heaven forever. 
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2) Tolo‟ bating toward the lord of the worid 
Puang (Tuhan (Yesus) 
Peranggika mati’ (dengarkan kami) 
Tenden talinga kanni, (dengarkan kami) 
Angka sauranni  bating (meyampaikan duka) 
Kitadengan-ko mario (belah sungkawa) 
Hjelmslev divided language into expression (signifier) dan sign(signified.) 
according to Hjelmslev that both of them are formed somatically but not structurally. 
Then, there is purport-– content (content - puport), something in the continuum, color 
spectrum that is termed differently in every language and purport– expression is 
phonetic potential of vocal articulation of human and the graphic potential used in the 
writing language (Eco,1976:74 ). 
Table 1 
  (purport) 
Content   substance 
    form 
    form 
Expression                 subtance 
   (purport) 
Table 1 Theory a CodesSources : Eco, Umberto.1976, A Theory of Semiotics, Indian University 
Press: Bloomington, Uneted State of America, page 51 
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Based on the table above could explain how the addresser expression as signal 
obey a message to the addressee. The message addresser express the message for 
bring the message using sad sound expression to pray with God so that they can be 
patient to face the problem in their family. In the text peranggikan mati, tenden 
talingan kanni that means listen our next sentence  angkah sauranni bating  
kitadengan ko mario that mean feel sorry.  
This thing means expression about someone sad telling sorry to the family 
who lost his member. If we watch the text above closely, it will produce the 
connotation meaning consist of a symbol people who are sorry. 
3) Tolo‟ bating of wisdom 
Tiromi tutau tongan (lihatlah orang yang sukses) 
Kombang rito’ (lihatlah orang yang sukses) 
Pana’ pana’ io (sejenis tanaman yang pedis) 
Tangsiboleria (tidak lihatkah) 
Tangpasarika  mata (tidak lihatkah) 
The process of meaning is so difficult when there is a reference mistake. Like 
Eco said  Referent has most unfortunate results within the framework of theory of 
codes, and understimate its malignant influence leads to a refentil fallacy (Eco, 
1976:58).  
In this text seemed sender sends messages to addressees that produce 
significance denotation meaning for example on the sentence Tiromi tutau tongan 
kombang rito which mean successful people in their agriculture. And the next 
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sentence pana-pana io tangsiboleria tangpasarika mata mean not seeing. The 
sentence is only signals that produce the significance connotation meaning. 
denotation meaning is direct; it means there is special meaning in there. Meanwhile, 
connotation meaning is implied meaning  (Widyabakti, 2004:4) 
Signifiers relate to signifieds so that produce signal. The sign text makes 
connotation meaning, namely somebody who is success in his job. So there is a 
symbol that means hard worker. 
4) Tolo‟ bating of metaphor ( ratteng ) 
Diramben (disebut,ungkapan) 
Meloi  (baik,dengan baik) 
Bating (ratapan,yang berduka) 
Dipopendemme’ (dengan baik)  
Malutei, (dengan indah,bagus) 
Anna (supaya) 
Melo (bagus) 
Diranggi  (didengar) 
Anna (supaya) 
Tirandon (kedengaran) 
Lelena (indah,merduh,bagus) 
The text above is a metaphor sentence that has simile meaning. According to 
Jacobson that metaphor depend respectively on the axe of paradigm and syntagm, 
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they thus represent two different procedur one of subtitution by similarity and the 
other of substitution by contiguity (1976:280). 
The text above has similar meaning although there is a different sound by the 
addresser to the addressee but the meaning is still the same .The notionof similarity 
no longer involves a suspected resemblance absed on the thing itself even though it 
often helps to make people believe. A similarity between semantic markers is simply 
a semic identity (1976:280). 
In the Theory of Sign production have been explained by Pierce he say that  
asign is a icon when it may represent its object mainly by its similarity (1976 : 195). 
Like the sentence diramben meloi bating and dipopendemen malutei which 
means beautiful utterance to someone distraught. And the next sentence anna melo 
diranggi and anna tirondo lelena mean listened melodiously or sound so pretty. This 
text look like what Pierce said an icon; it has the same meaning and destination. But, 
inside the text just a symbol or signified that mean denotation. 
According to Budiman that Signifiers related to signified so could make a 
symbol. In semilogy, denotation and connotation meaning have an important role.  
Denotation meaning is direct and connotation is what is inside (Widybakti, 2004; 4). 
So the meaning process actually in this text is  display badong for sweetness 
of voice, and received by him. 
c. The End of Badong Poem ( Ended Tolo’ Bating ) 
Ended badong containt of gratitude and playing each other to get favor and 
safety, and the sign of badong ending. Belows are ended tolo‟bating: 
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1. Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bulaan ( nobieman ) 
The kind of tolo‟ bating tana bulaan is specified for noblem and its is 
forbidden for the common people according to tradition or “ pemali‟. 
Songka kayu kalandoki barana. (orang tertinggi,pemimpin 
Unnelong-elong, (goyang-goyang) 
Tibambang unnoyo langi. (terlentang menghadap kelangit) 
  Songka tiondo batara(terlentang menghadap kelangit) 
  Songka lako mata allo(tumbang menghadap ke matahari) 
  Nalelleng bunime puang(tak dapat dilihat oleh indra 
penglihat tuhan Yesus) 
 Nasembang tangkitiromo(tersembunyi dan tak terlihat) 
The tolo‟ bating tana bulaan poem above consists of two lines that have 
different meaning. The first line consists of three abode, and the second one consists 
of 4 abode. In the first line on lyric 1,2,3,mean the highest position in there called 
Tana bulaan. The second abode on 4,5,6 abode 7 make a code and sign to sender  that 
bring the messages to addressee. We can see on the second abode the first line mean 
directed to the sun and the next abode mean not seem anymore. 
 If we interpret the abode meaning, it is not directing to the sun or not seems 
anymore like in the abode 4, 5, 6, and 7. This is only a sign not signified, the meaning 
process was showed that there is denotation or implied meaning like in the poem that 
mean separated symbol our noblem had died, toward the heaven seen by the God, fall 
into the easter facing the sun, has been called by our might to the lost. 
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2. Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bassi, Tana‟ Karurang and Tana‟ Kua-Kua. 
Tolo‟ bating in this case is tolo‟ bating belongs to the common people which 
is read in the implementation of badong dance, by the second part of badong in 
particular. Below is the example of tolo‟ bating for common people : 
Allo  sindimora (sedikit hari lagi) 
Tende lillinan  (tinggal semalam) 
Sang bongi mora (tinggal semalam) 
Anta  simisa’  lalan (masing-masing punya jalan sendiri) 
Antapantan kalambanan (masing-masing punya jalan sendiri) 
In the poem above consists of 2 abode with difference size. The first abode 
consist of 3 line, then the second abode showed a sign or code from addresser, in this 
case, Tolo Bating or called a text reader and the leader of ceremony express messages 
to the addressee. In the  theory of sign production explains  icons, indexs and symbol 
the previous one improved by Peirce in semiotics science. Eco say that icons or 
indexs are all-purpose, practical devices just as are the notions of sign or thing 
(1979:178). 
 Like in the poem on the first lyric at the second and third abode mean leaving 
a night and the second abode line 1 on lyric allo sindiramo and tenden lillinan means 
they have their own way, this mean that the text consists of icons that have similar 
meaning. If we see the meaning on the first abode and the second, a sign only has 
connotation meaning. 
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 But, in this case, the poem aim to send messages that live must be death. The 
sign related to the symbol will make sign. So this process creates significance called 
denotation and connotation. If we interpret this poem, it will make a denotation sign 
or implied meaning namely symbolizing separation. 
 In the text, it gave instruction to Torajaan especially Tanglung lipu people that 
there will be life after death, it aims to obey the instructions inherened by the 
ancestor. Torajaan especially Tanglung lipu belive if the Ma‟nene ceremony is not 
conducted, disaster will come. Such as sickeness will happen in long time or the 
agriculture result will fail. 
2. Values on the Ma’nene text 
Based on the Ma‟nene Ceremony text that writer explained above, there are 
some simbolic meaning and value in there. The texts are appeals, pray and adoring 
that are submitted to God as a symbol for requesting and asking the ancestor so that 
they will be blessed, and the agriculture result will be abudance or secces. The text 
consist of a religion value consisted pray and ruler as respecting to the ancestor that 
means gumming the relationship among them.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. Conclusions 
After discussion all the findings and discussions in this thesis, the writer can 
conclude that as follows: 
1. The texts are presented Ma‟nene ceremony consist of three part, they are: 
a. The First Tolo‟ Bating 
The first Tolo‟Bating means to ask permission, should condolence 
(playing badong), and beg pardon to the nobleman, public figure, tradition 
leader and goverment. 
b. Medium Tolo‟ Bating ( Main / Prominent ) 
 Tolo‟ bating to the praise to the corpse. It means to has reincarnated 
God in the heaven forever. 
 Tolo‟ bating toward the lord of the worried. It means Oh God, hear our 
condolence in our praise. 
 Tolo‟ bating of wisdom. It means See the worker of farming seems 
reach. 
 Tolo‟ bating of metaphor ( ratteng ). It means to display badong well 
for sweetness of voice, and received by him. 
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c. The End Badong Poem ( Ended Tolo‟ Bating ) 
 Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bulaan ( nobleman ) means Our noblem had died, 
toward the heaven seen by the God, fall into the easter facing the sun, 
had been called by our might to the lost. 
 Tolo‟ Bating Tana Bassi, Tana‟ Karurang and Tana‟ Kua-Kua. It 
meansThe end of day is coming, we have only a night together, we 
separate everlasting, in the different place. 
2. The values of the texts narrated in Ma‟nene ceremony are: 
There are some simbolic meaning and value in Ma‟nene text. The texts are 
appeals, pray and adoring that are submitted to God as a symbol for requesting and 
asking the ancestor so that they will be blessed, and the agriculture result will be 
abudance or succes. The text consist of a religion value consisted pray and ruler as 
respecting to the ancestor that means gumming the relationship among them.  
B. Suggestions 
In this case, the writer would like suggest that Toraja Utara regency is 
suggested to keep as culture preserve beacuse is nature and culture condition with 
culture object are enable and potential to perpetuate as national culture. 
For the next time development of Torajanese and the next generation who still 
embrace Aluk Tudolo as a Teaching had better think in rationally and critic to 
traditional value in Tora Utaranese‟s life. 
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So, its necessary to limit between more and Torajanese‟s  civilization with 
Aluk Tudolo teaching itself in facing changes of its extinction. Its necessary to 
prepetuate that this unique culture has everbeen exist and born in Indonesia. 
For on the going researcher who wants to study this case total. The writer 
suggests learning more about semiotics. 
To analyze the texts are presented in Ma‟nene ceremony, it needs to look 
more deeply and carefully about all the aspects of semiotics and also the futuristic 
about it.  
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DAFTRA  ISTILAH 
 
1. Ma’nene  :  Semua leluhur yang telah meninggal dunia  kendati 
leluhur  bersangkutan masih berusia kanak-kanak pada saat meninggalnya. 
2. Aluk Tudolo  :     Agama dan kepercayaan orang Toraja 
3. Datuk Laukku  :    Nenek moyang  manusia (manusia pertama) 
4. Puang Matua  :  Merupakan unsur kekuatan yang paling tertinggi 
sebagai pencipta seluruh bumi ini 
5. Tana’ Bulaan  :    Lapisan bangsawan tinggi 
6. Tana’ Bassi  :    Lapisan bangsawan menengah 
7. Tana’ Karurung :    Lapisan rakyat yang kebanyakan merdeka 
8. Tana’ Kua’Kua :    Lapisan hamba sahaya 
9. Rambu Solo  :    Upacara kematian 
10. Rambu Tuka  :    Upacara kesyukuran atau kegembiraan 
11. Tomina’  :    Orang yang pintar melaksanakan upacara 
12. Tau-Tau  :    Patung simati yang terbuat dari kayu nangka 
13. To pa’rennge  :    Pemangku adat 
14. Gayang Malotong :    Tanduk Kerbau 
15. Rante    :    Tempat pelaksanaan upacara pemakaman. 
  
THE LIST OF INFORMANTS 
 
1. Nama   :   Ne’reba 
Accupation   :   Tomina’ 
Age    :   70 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
2. Nama   :   Eddy Sombolinggi 
Accupation   :   Tokoh Masyarakat 
Age    :   59 years old 
Address  :   Makale 
3. Nama   :   Puang Makamba 
Accupation   :   Farmer 
Age    :   59 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
4. Nama   :   Martina 
Accupatio   :   Civil Servant 
Age    :   49 years old 
Address  :   Makale 
5. Nama   :   Mathius 
Accupatio   :  Student 
Age    :   23 years old 
Address  :   Tallunglipu 
6. Nama   :   Petrus 
Accupatio   :   Farmer 
Age    :   38 years old 
Address  :   Rantepao 
7. Nama   :   Lateng 
Accupatio   :   Tokoh Masyarakat 
Age    :   59 years old 
Address  :   Buntu Datu 
8. Nama   :   F.S. Parassak 
Accupatio   :   PNS 
Age    :   40 years old 
Address  :   Makale 
9. Nama   :   Markus 
Accupatio   :   Farmer 
Age    :   40 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
10. Nama   :   Drs. Luther 
Accupatio   :   Civil Servant in Depdikbud Toraja 
Age    :   25 years old 
Address  :   Makale 
11. Nama   :   Drs. Marthen Parubak 
Accupatio   :   Staff of Tourism Office 
Age    :   45 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
12. Nama   :   Puang Leman 
Accupatio   :   Farmer 
Age    :   76 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
13. Nama   :   Martha 
Accupatio   :   Teacher 
Age    :   49 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
14. Nama   :   Puang Rembon 
Accupatio   :   Head Master 
Age    :   55 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
15. Nama   :   Marie Tarok Allo 
Accupatio   :   Teacher 
Age    :   47years old 
Address  :   Tator 
16. Nama   :   Mathius Kara Batosau 
Accupatio   :   Tokoh Masyarakat 
Age    :   51 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
17. Nama   :   Pertus Palinggi 
Accupatio   :   Faremer 
Age    :   70 years old 
Address  :   Tator 
18. Nama   :   Rina Tandililingan 
Accupatio   :   Tokoh Masyarakat 
Age    :   45 years old 
Address  :   Tallunglipu 
19. Nama   :   Aknes Tandililingan 
Accupatio   :   Masyarkat  
Age    :   30 years old 
Address  :   TallungLipu 
20. Nama   :   Patandean 
Accupatio   :   Pendeta  dan kepala Upacara Ma’badong 
Age    :   49 years old 
Address  :   Karangan kec. Mengkedek kab.Tana Toraja 
  
ANGKET 
 
1) Apa yang dimaksud dengan Ma’nene? 
2) Kapan pelaksanaan upacara Ma’nene? 
3) Bagaimana proses pelaksanaan upacara Ma’nene? 
4) Teks apa yang diungkapkan didalam upacara Ma’nene? 
5) Apa makna yang terkadung pada teks didalam upacara Ma’nene? 
6) Apa nilai yang terkandung pada teks didalam upacara Ma’nene? 
  
 GAMBAR MAYAT MA’NENE MASIH DIDALAM PETI MAYAT 
 
TERLIHAT MAYAT MA,NENE BERDIRI YANG TELAH DIKELUARKAN 
DARI PETI MAYAT 
 
 
 GAMBAR MAYAT WANITA MA’NENE 
 
GAMBAR PETI MAYAT WANITA YANG AKAN DIBERSIHKAN 
 TONGKONAN ADALAH RUMAH ADAT MASYRAKAT TORAJA YANG 
MERUPAKAN RUMAH KETURUNAN 
 
GAMBAR PANEL DAN UKIRAN ORANG TORAJA 
 GAMBAR ORANG SEDANG MELAKUKAN TARIAN MA’BADONG 
(MA’BADONG) 
 
GAMBAR HEWAN BABI YANG AKAN DISEMBELI  
 
 GAMBAR PETI MAYAT DIDALAM GOWA 
 
LIANG : PA’ LIANG PAHAT (KUBURAN BATU) 
 TANDUK (SIMBOL BANYAKNYA KERBAU YANG DIKURBANKAN) 
 
PA’SILAGA TEDONG (ADU KERBAU) ADALAH SALAH SATU TRADISI 
ADAT MASYRAKAT TORAJA 
 PA’GELLU (TARIAN BERASAL DARI TORAJA) 
 
 MAYAT YANG DIANTAR KEKUBURAN 
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